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Abstract—Recently, cloud systems start to be utilized for services
to analyze user’s data in the region of computer vision. In these
services, keypoints are extracted from images or videos and
the data is identified by machine learning with large database
of cloud. Conventional keypoint extraction algorithms utilize
only spatial information and many unnecessary keypoints for
recognition are detected. Thus, the systems have to communicate
large data and require processing time of descriptor calcula-
tions. This paper proposes a spatio-temporal keypoint extraction
algorithm that detects only Keypoints of Interest (KOI) based
on spatio-temporal feature considering mutual dependency and
camera motion. The proposed method includes an approximated
Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker to calculate the positions
of keypoints and optical flow. This algorithm calculates the
weight at each keypoint using two kinds of features: intensity
gradient and optical flow. It reduces noise of extraction by
comparing with states of surrounding keypoints. The camera
motion estimation is added and it calculates camera-motion
invariant optical flow. Evaluation results show that the proposed
algorithm achieves 95% reduction of keypoint data and 53%
reduction of computational complexity comparing a conventional
keypoint extraction. KOI are extracted in the region whose
motion and gradient are large.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [1] has
attracted attention in computer vision because of its robustness
in keypoint detection. Since SIFT can describe scale, rotation
and illumination invariant features from images, matching be-
tween distinct images is executed accurately. By fully utilizing
this characteristics, wide range of application is being consid-
ered. For example, it is used for object recognition [2], human
or other object tracking [3], [4], recognizing panorama [5]
and 3-D reconstruction [6]. In object recognition field, Bag-of-
Features (BoF) was proposed by using combinations of SIFT
descriptor. It generates one histogram from many keypoints
which are extracted from one image. These are breakthroughes
to recognize general objects. In addition, Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) was proposed as a machine learning algorithm.
It utilizes non-linear kernel and classifies obtained keypoints
with high accuracy. It needs to analyze a lot of keypoints to
learn. It is also applied to recognition systems [7], [8] and
shows high accuracy rate of recognition.
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Figure 1: Conventional keypoints and KOI.

Recently, applications whose learned data is stored in cloud
systems start to be released in relation to image recognition.
A lot of keypoints are extracted from input images. All
obtained keypoints are communicated with database. In this
case, the amount of data makes it difficult to communicate data
with high speed and stably. Recognition system needs only
keypoints in object parts of interest. We call them Keypoints
of Interest (KOI). If only KOI are extracted from input images,
it generates two merits:

• Reduction of descriptor data communicated with cloud
systems,

• Reduction of computational complexity of descriptor
calculations.

Figure 1 shows the concept of this work. PCA-SIFT [9] which
reduces the dimension of SIFT descriptor is also proposed.
However, conventional keypoint extractions use only spatial
data and extracts a lot of unnecessary keypoints. Other ex-
tended methods, SURF [10], GLOH [11], CSIFT [12] and
ASIFT [13] , also utilize only spatial data.

This paper proposes a spatio-temporal keypoint extraction
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Figure 2: The flow of entire processing.

algorithm that detects only KOI based on spatio-temporal
feature considering mutual dependency and camera motion.
Candidate KOI are detected by Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT)
tracker. KOI are selected by two kinds of features: intensity
gradient and optical flow. However, important regions do not
necessarily include information of large motion and gradient.
Thus, we propose noise reduction by using Markov Random
Field (MRF) that connects adjacent keypoints and determine
the keypoint class. This algorithm extracts KOI that have many
features including motion and intensity gradient. To deal with
moving cameras, the compensation of motions is added. It
can extract camera-motion invariant optical flow. Reduction
of number of keypoints and computational complexity are
evaluated in surveillance scenes.

Next section shows the proposed algorithm. Section III
shows evaluation results. Finally, section IV concludes.

II. KEYPOINT EXTRACTION

Keypoint extraction is utilized for recognition and finding
corresponding point between two images. The algorithm is
divided into following two key parts.

• Keypoint detection
• Descriptor generation

The keypoint detection is the process which decides keypoint’s
position near characterized region. The SIFT descriptor gener-
ation calculates the histograms with information about neigh-
boring region. These are common processes in all keypoint
extraction methods. This paper utilizes low complexity key-
point extraction based on corner detection and plural images
in database [14] as a conventional method. This algorithm
also contains two key parts. It performs high-speed keypoint
extraction maintaining almost same accuracy with SIFT.

III. KOI EXTRACTION BASED ON

SPATIO-TEMPORAL FEATURE CONSIDERING

MUTUAL DEPENDENCY AND CAMERA MOTION

In this section, we show the method that extracts KOI
from an input movie. This paper proposes the following four
methods.
• Calculation of optical flow by approximated KLT tracker
• Weighting keypoints by two elements: intensity gradient

and optical flow
• Applying MRF to keypoint class
• Calculation of camera-motion invariant optical flow by

camera motion estimation
The entire flow containing these methods is shown in Fig.
2. We choose the KLT tracker [15], [16] as a keypoint de-
tection method because it simultaneously calculates positions
of keypoints and optical flow which is utilized in keypoint
selection part. This algorithm contains the keypoint selection
part between the keypoint detection part and the descriptor
generation part. In the keypoint selection part, first, this algo-
rithm weights keypoint by two elements and calculates values
which describe likelihood of KOI at each keypoint. Then,
these values are arranged and keypoint class is determined
by threshold. However, the results include a number of noise
because important regions do not necessarily include motion
and gradient. Thus, keypoints are connected by MRF and a
graph cut algorithm is used to reduce noise from the output
keypoints. In addition, to deal with moving cameras, the
motion compensation is executed by camera motion estimation
and camera-motion invariant optical flows are extracted. SIFT
descriptor is calculated at only selected keypoints. This section
shows each algorithm in more detail.

A. Calculation of optical flow by approximated KLT tracker

KLT tracker is one of the algorithms which detect keypoints
and calculate optical flow. It uses filters which computes
second-order difference of adjacent pixels. It needs to refer
many adjacent pixels during detection from general images
with noise. According to the number of referred pixels, the
process time becomes very long. Thus, an integral image and
box filters are utilized for speeding up.

First, keypoint detection by box filter is shown. We use Hes-
sian matrix,H, which is composed of second-order difference
of adjacent pixels:

H =

[
Lxx Lxy

Lxy Lyy

]
. (1)

In general, the elements are weighted by Gaussian function.
However, it is not suitable for an integral image because
weighting has to be determined at each pixel. Thus, this
filter is approximated and it becomes easy to compute by
integral image. An approximated filter is shown in Fig. 3.
This approximation is also used by SURF.Lxx, Lyy, Lxy are
obtained by filter process of integral image. After that, they are
used to compute the function which decides corners. When the
position is a corner, it satisfies the equation,

V = det(H)− ωtra(H) > T, (2)
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Figure 3: Approximated Filter (Lxx, Lyy , Lxy).

whereω is a parameter andT is a threshold. If the threshold
becomes larger, corners decrease. It is adjusted to keep the
number of keypoints optimal.

After the keypoint detection, The KLT tracker calculates
optical flows. Optical flows are also calculated by second-
order difference of adjacent pixels. Thus, the Hessian matrix is
reused. The optical flow,[u, v], is calculated by the equation:[

u
v

]
=

[
Lxx Lxy

Lxy Lyy

]−1 [
Lxt

Lyt

]
. (3)

Lxt andLyt are calculated by the frame differences and filter-
ing of x andy directions. In addition to gradient information,
it utilizes the frame difference. This calculation also uses the
integral image.

B. Weighting keypoints by two elements: intensity gradient and
optical flow

In this paper, we choose two elements for weighting key-
points. The elements are intensity gradient and optical flow.
With respect to intensity gradient, there is a high possibility
that objects with many intensity gradients are the recognition
targets. For example, book covers, posters and traffic signs
are pointed out. With respect to optical flow, there is a high
possibility that objects with motion are the recognition targets.
For example, human, animals and vehicles are pointed out.
Conventional keypoint extraction algorithms generally utilize
only gradient information. Thus, it is expected to extract
important keypoints including motion information if we use
the temporal information. The weights of two elements are
calculated at each keypoint which is obtained by the KLT
tracker. The two different weights are normalized and summed
up. This flow is described in Fig. 4.

Ways to obtain these values are shown next. The weight of
intensity gradient is calculated by the Hessian detector [17].
The value,V , has already calculated in (1) and (2).V of
(2) describes the strength of intensity gradient. It is obtained
by the corner detection part of keypoint extraction. In other
hand, the weight of optical flow is calculated by norm of
optical flow. The value is obtained by (3). This calculation
is a low complexity because the values have been already
calculated. These two values are calculated at each keypoint
and summed up after normalization. The weight is quantized
data:X = {x1, x2, · · · , xN} wherexi ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 255}. This
weight data is binarized by threshold. Threshold is arranged
by the number of KOI which the applications require. This
process generates keypoint classY = {y1, y2, · · · , yN} at each
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Figure 4: The flow of weight on keypoints.

keypoint whereyi ∈ {0, 1}. If the value ofyi is 1, the keypoint
i is KOI.

However, important regions do not necessarily include mo-
tion and gradient. For example, gradient of human body is
not large. It depends on their clothes. Several KOI can be
extracted because the gradient of contour contains large values
by proposed method in this section. Next, MRF is applied to
reduce noise data and smoothing the keypoint class using the
result of this section and adjacent keypoint data. The keypoint
class is integrated on the each region.

C. Applying MRF to keypoint class

To solve the problem that keypoints in important region do
not necessarily include large motion and gradient values, this
paper applies MRF [18], [19] to keypoint class. MRF is usually
used to reduce the noise of image in the region of image
processing. MRF is the graph structure which represents the
dependence between nodes. In this case, the nodes are key-
points and the dependency is defined in this section. Keypoints
are connected by the weight of the distance from each other
because the candidate keypoint whose adjacent keypoints are
KOI tends to be KOI. The example of connections is shown
in Fig. 5. In the circle, the keypoints are connected and they
are easy to become same class. We utilize graph cut to reduce
noise and determine keypoint classes. The graph cut algorithm
changes keypoint classzi and minimizes the energy equation:

E(Z) =
∑
i

gi(zi) +
∑
i,j

hij(zj , zi). (4)

In this case, global solution is calculated because the keypoint
class is binary. To solve this minimization problem, Min-
Cut/Max-flow algorithm is used. Each function is defined as

gi(zi) = λ|yi − zi|, (5)
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Figure 5: The connection of keypoints.

Calculated optical flow by KLT tracker Estimated optical flow by camera motion

Camera-motion invariant optical flow

Figure 6: Calculation of camera-motion invariant optical flow.

hij(zj , zi) = κ exp(−(dist(i, j))2). (6)

Equation (5) is data term. The outputtedzi is changed to
approximate inputtedyi. Equation (6) is smoothing term.
The strength of connection depends on distances between
keypoints. We assume it is gaussian distribution. The nearer
the keypoint distance, the stronger connection this function
generates.dist(i, j) represents the distance between keypoint
i and keypointj. λ andκ are parameters which are determined
experimentally. They determine the strength of data term and
smoothing term. Ifλ is larger thanκ, the result approximates to
the inputted data. Ifκ is larger thanλ, the result approximates
to the majority class of inputted keypoints. The calculated
Z = {z1, z2, · · · , zN} wherezi ∈ {0, 1} is the output keypoint
class. If the value ofzi is 1, the keypointi is KOI. This
calculation is faster than noise reduction of image which each
node is a pixel because there are fewer nodes of the proposed
method.

D. Calculation of camera-motion invariant optical flow by
camera motion estimation

In the practical scene, cameras move like motion of pan
or zoom. There are a number of scenes of zoom and pan in
surveillance or in-vehicle camera. To apply this algorithm to

Fixed1 Fixed2

Zoom1 Zoom2

Pan1 Pan2

Figure 7: Test sequences.

moving cameras, this paper proposes a calculation of camera-
motion invariant optical flow by camera motion estimation not
to obtain large weight from the parts which do not move in
fact. The overall flow is shown in Fig. 6 including zoom scenes.
Optical flows are obtained by the KLT tracker at each keypoint.
However, they include the influence of camera motion. For
example, a number of optical flows which contain radical
directions are generated like Fig. 6 from the parts which do not
move in fact. Thus, we calculate the camera motion from these
optical flows and the optical flows which are influenced by
only camera motion is estimated. These are subtracted and the
optical flow without influence of camera motion is obtained.
Next, the method that estimates a camera motion is shown.

A camera motion is estimated by all obtained optical flow
by the KLT tracker. The motion vector of camera is defined as
T = [tx, ty, tz]

T where tz represents the motion of a depth.
The coordinate of the keypointi is defined asxi = [xi, yi, zi]

T .
The optical flow,vi = [ui, vi]

T , is calculated by

ui =
xitz
zi

− ftx
zi

,

vi =
yitz
zi

− ftx
zi

. (7)

T is estimated by minimizing the functionJ :

J =
N∑
i=1

(ûi − ui)
T (ûi − ui), (8)

whereui is the calculated optical flow by (7) and̂ui is the
calculated optical flow by the KLT tracker.T is changed to
minimize J . The result is substituted for (7) again. Estimated
optical flows and obtained optical flows from inputted video
are subtracted. The result is the camera-motion invariant op-
tical flows.
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(a) Conventional keypoint extraction (Zoom1)

(b) Proposed keypoint extraction (Zoom1)

(c) Conventional keypoint extraction (Pan2)

(d) Proposed keypoint extraction (Pan2)

Figure 8: The comparison between (a) conventional keypoint extraction and (b) proposed algorithm in movie1, (c) conventional keypoint extraction and (d)
proposed algorithm in movie2.

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS

This section shows evaluation results that compare the
proposed method with the general keypoint extraction which
utilizes the corner detector and SIFT descriptor introduced in
section 2. The development environment on software is Visual
Studio C++ 2008. CPU is Intel Core i7-2600 CPU 3.40GHz.
The resolution of the video we used is Full-HD (1920×1080),
60 fps. In this paper, we evaluated six test sequences. We
assume the surveillance cameras and each movie includes
scenes that people walk on the path. In addition, they are taken
by three camera motions including fixed cameras, zoom and
pan to confirm effectiveness of camera motion estimation. The
test sequences are shown in Fig. 7.

First, the number of keypoints which are detected by both
methods are compared in Tab. I. It shows the average among

all frames of the movie. The proposed algorithm achieves
the 94%, 96%, 96%, 95%, 94% and 90% reduction of key-
points in all movies. Almost same results are obtained from
Fixed1-2, Zopm1-2 and Pan1. However, Pan2 is low reduction
comparing with others. It is considered that movie of Pan2
includes complex texture that has large illuminance gradients
in background. In Fixed1, several keypoints in poster or other
display items whose gradient is large are extracted. From
these parts, many KOI are obtained in Pan2. In all video, the
reduction of keypoints is confirmed. In addition, processing
time is compared. The proposed algorithm reduces about 75%,
78%, 52%, 58%, 53% and 50% computational complexity
than the conventional keypoint extraction in all movies. In
the processing of Fixed1-2, the motion estimation parts are
excepted. Thus, the complexity reduction is higher than others.
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TABLE I : The number of keypoint and processing time between conventional
method and proposed method.

Conventional method Proposed method

Fixed1
Number of keypoints 1192 66

Processing time 754 190

Fixed2
Number of keypoints 1188 53

Processing time 821 179

Zoom1
Number of keypoints 1202 47

Processing time 759 367

Zoom2
Number of keypoints 1205 63

Processing time 851 354

Pan1
Number of keypoints 1121 64

Processing time 765 358

Pan2
Number of keypoints 1143 108

Processing time 771 380

In other movies, motion estimation is calculated and almost
same complexity reductions are obtained. In all video, the
reduction of computational complexity is confirmed.

Figure 8 shows the video result of the conventional method
and the proposed algorithm. The white circles are the keypoint
obtained by each algorithm. It shows the proposal detects key-
points from only human which moves largely and outstanding
texture whose gradient is large. In other video, the proposed
algorithm extracts a number of keypoints from human body
and the part including outstanding texture. By using only these
keypoints, it is expected to analyze human or other outstand-
ing object behaviors in surveillance and in-vehicle cameras
combining motion features. In this algorithm, the parameters
during weighting gradient and motion can be adjusted. Thus, if
we want to obtain keypoints from only human, the parameters
are adjusted to obtain the intended keypoints. The parameters
can be determined by machine learning algorithm which learns
correct KOI in advance. The correct KOI is determined by
applications which this algorithm is applied. In this paper,
application is not specified. Thus, the weight of gradient and
motion is same in this evaluation.

V. CONCLUSION

Reduction of data amount of keypoints and reduction of
computational complexity are required for cloud application.
Conventional keypoint extractions utilize only spatial infor-
mation and extract a lot of unnecessary keypoints. This
paper proposes a keypoint selection algorithm from many
keypoints including unnecessary ones based on spatio-temporal
feature considering mutual dependency and camera motion.
The proposed method includes an approximated KLT tracker
to calculate the positions of keypoints and optical flow. It
calculates the weight at each keypoint using two kinds of
features: intensity gradient and optical flow. It reduces noise by
comparing with states of surrounding keypoints. Optical flows
are compensated by camera motion estimation and it calculates
camera-motion invariant optical flows. Evaluation results show
that the proposed algorithm achieves about 95% reduction of
keypoints and 53% reduction of computational complexity.
KOI are extracted in human bodies that move widely and the
objects whose gradient is large. This algorithm is expected
to be applied to surveillance cameras and in-vehicle cameras

when they start to utilize cloud system to recognize motion of
humans or other outstanding objects.
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